Abshacf-With the deployment of MPLS over a eore IP backbone, it is possible for a service provider to built Virtual Private Networks (WNs) supporting various classes of services with QoS guarantees. Efiiciently mapping the logical layout of multiple VPNs over a semce provider network is an important and challenging trafiic engineering procedure. The use of sinktree (multipoint-to-point) routing paths in a MPLS network makes the VPN design problem different from traditional design approaches where a full-mcsh of point-to-point paths is often the choice. The clear benefits of using sink-tree paths are the reduction in the number of label switch paths and bandwidth saving due to larger granularities of bandwidth aggregation within the network. In this paper, the design of multiple VPNs over MPLS, using sink-tree routing, is formulated as a mixed integer programming problem to simultaneously find VPNs logical topologies and their dimensions to carry multi-service, multi-hour VPNs trafiic from various customers. Such a problem formulation yields a NP-hard complexity. Here, we propose a heuristic aiming to scale the VPN design problem by choosing a small-but-good candidate set of feasible sink-tree paths to solve the optimization problem over. Numerical results are given showing the advantages of the proposed approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
Virtual Private Networks W N s ) provide a private and dedicated environment over a shared private or public network infrasmcture. MultiProtocol Label Switching (MPLS) [1,2] allows QoS-based VPNs to be built on top of a IF' network architecture. To guarantee performance to VPN services, a service provider has to be concerned with capacity provisioning and routing multiple coexisting VPNs having different service classes and topologies over the same network infrastructure. Generally, a well designed VPN should be easy to manage while maintaining bandwidth efficiency. In a MPLS network, this implies that the number of label switched paths (LSPs) and required labels must be kept small. In term of capacity efficiency, diffcrent granularities of traffic aggregation may be considered, for example, aggregation of traffic from different VPNs within the same Classes of Service (COS), aggregation of traffic from VPNs exiting at the same egress router, etc.
Traditionally, WNs over a connection-oriented network such a circuit-switched or an ATM network, are often viewed as a logical full-mesh network with point-to-point demand between node pairs. More specifically, in a logical full-mesh topology, each demand pair is independently given a logical link which is a point-to-point path going through multiple switched-points. However, in MPLS networks, a route can be a multipoint-to-point path or a sink-tree path ending at an egress router instead of a point-to-point path. This attribute makes the VPN design problem different from those in traditional connection-oriented networks. By exploiting sinktree paths, traffic demand can be mergedlaggregated not only at the edge router where the traffic demand enters the network but at core routers inside the network. Overall, the use of sink-tree paths not only reduces the number of label switch paths but promotes bandwidth aggregation within the network, thus, allowing the possibility of substantial bandwidth savings. In this manner, traffic of different VPNs with the same QoS requirement maylmay not be carried on the same routing tree and maylmay not share a portion of network bandwidth. It should be noted that an additional advantage of using a sink-trees is that they reduces the number of LSPs needed furthermore.
Only recently has work appeared on optimization models to solve traffic engineering problems in MF'LS networks. In [3], the authors provided integer programming formulations for flow assignment problem given a set of point-to-point LSPs and extended it to solve a capacity planning problem. However, several assumptions are made including : one-toone relationship between traffic trunks and LSPs, no aggregation, de-aggregation and merging of LSPs. Sat0 et al. [4] proposed the use of multipoint-to-point LSPs in flow assignment problem. A set of preselected LSPs is forced to include at least two routes which do not share any single node to each ingresdegress node. The optimization model aims to minimize the maximum link load without considering the cost of link capacity.
Utilizing a sink-tree routing path, this paper proposes a mathematical formulation for the problem of multiple VPNs design in order to simultaneously find optimal logical topologies of multiple VPNs and their dimensions over a service provider IP/MPLS core network. The proposed model incorporates multi-service, multi-hour design with the objective of minimizing the total capacity cost. Solution of the optimization problem can not be obtained within a reasonable time for a large network due to the complexity of the problem. Therefore, a tree selection heuristic is proposed aiming to scale the VPN design problem by choosing a smallbut-good candidate set of feasible sink-tree paths to optimize over. Numerical results show the advantages of the new approach compared with a full-mesh design.
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SINK-TREE LSP PATH
As previously mentioned, a label switched path (LSP) in MPLS can be a multipoint-to-point path referred to here as a sink-tree path. One clear benefit of using a multipoint-topoint path is its scalability since fewer LSPs must be created as compared to using a point-to-point path between each demand pair. This results in a smaller number of forwarding labels needed at each MPLS router and thus makes it simpler to manage. For example, applying a full-mesh design, where there are point-to-point paths between all demand node-pairs, to a N -node network, the total number of LSPs required is N . ( N -I) . However, this number can be reduced to N using a sink-tree design. Figure 1 displays a full-mesh versus sinktree design for a 3-node VPN over an 8-node MPLS network. Assume that there is a directional demand of one unit between the 3-node pairs in the VPN network and each link in the MPLS network bas one unit cost. A full-mesh design requires 6 LSPs compared to 3 LSPs in sink-tree design. Both designs use the same links in the MPLS network. However, the first yields a unit cost of 14 while, in the latter, the cost is reduced to 12. The cost saving results from the capacity efficiency gain attained when traffic is merged in a sink-tree design.
MPLS-VPN DESIGN MODELS
Given a backbone network topology, router location and link capacities, we formulate an optimization model for the design of multiple VPNs over a MPLS network. QoS parameters Q~ (i.e., end-to-end delay requirement and packet loss probability). The complete notation of the formulation is given below. The objective of the formulation is to minimize the total capacity cost in allocating network bandwidth to all VPNs. In the model, traffic demand d s q . . k will be assigned a route based on its egress router i.e. For each VPN, service class, and hour period, constraint (1) selects only one path from a pre-computed set of feasible sink-tree paths ending at egress node 4 for each demand d E D", k . Constraints (2) - (5) ensure that the capacity assigned at each link is not greater than a utilization limit of link capacity (a/. C/ ). Note that, in constraint (2), the capacity is allocated for aggregate traffic within the same service class and VPN destined for the same egress node. Constraints (6) and (7) require that routing variables and capacity assignment variables are positive. This formulation yields different route assignments and capacity allocations at different time-periods h E H .
A. Notation
In capacity allocation, it is required that the amount of capacity given to an aggregate traffic must satisfy traffic QoS requirements as well as a connection grade of service constraint (COS) (i.e., the connection blocking probability-P b ) seen an ingress router. Using an inverse Erlang formulation, the number of connections ( 7 ) multiplexed within one link is derived fromlnvEllong ( O . P * ) , where Y is the source utilization or an offered load of a connection.
In the premium service class, applications require an absolute bandwidth guarantee. Thus each traffic connection in this class is allocated a bandwidth equal to a source peak rate ( R, ) and total allocated bandwidth of an aggregate ( E~V ) is q .~~,~ , However, in the assured service class, applications are expected to have the ability to tolerate a certain amount of delay and loss. Therefore, a mean bandwidth guarantee is sufficient along with a statistical delay bound. An equivalent capacity is done using an effective bandwidth calculation [5] where source traffic is assumed to be characterized by its source peak rate( R p ), 
IV. TREE SELECTION HEURISTICS
The VPWBA problem is a mixed integer programming (InP) problem, which can be solved using a branch and bound approach. However the VPWBA is an NP-hard problem and it will not scale for large networks. The VPN design model, where a routing path is a sink-tree, often involves enumerating a set of all possible routing tree paths. For example, if a set of candidate tree paths includes all distinct trees spanning over all nodes, the path set can be as large as N for an N-node network [6] . One can easily see that the problem size (e.g. the number of technical variables) grows exponentially with the number of nodes. Therefore, standard approaches for solving such problems are difficult and sometimes prohibitive due to the complexity of the problem. Practically, one way to scale the V P W A problem is to reduce a search space of the problem. Therefore, we proposed a tree selection heuristics which is used to limit the number of pre-computed candidate sink-tree paths to be searched over, in order to obtain a solution for a realistic-size network within a feasible amount of time.
Our extensive study of numerical results obtained from the VPWBA problem for small networks, where it is computationally feasible to solve the problem, reveals pattems in the optimal solution showing that optimal trees use less number of links when possible. Also, a large demand is routed through the shortest possible spanning tree route when capacity cost can be justified. Nonetheless, a small demand may he routed through a longer hop on a sink-tree route when traffic aggregation yields savings in bandwidth.
These findings give us some guidelines in choosing candidate tree paths. Typically, in the point-to-point routing path approach, the size of precomputed path sets can be reduced by imposing a hop-count limitation. However, both hopcount and the number of links in a tree are critical factors in selecting a good candidate set of trees. By imposing Ihe hopcount constraint, we simply avoid choosing single-branch trees which may introduce an undesirable delay violation. In general, choosing a tree having less number of links will promote bandwidth sharing at as many common links as possible.
Thus, in the proposed path selection heuristics (shown in Figure 2) , the algorithm will start by reducing the network size by deleting a non-demand node having node-degree of two and replacing its links with a direct link between its neighbor nodes. By doing this, the computational complexity in generating possible distinctive, spanning trees over all edge routers m s M , can be significantly reduced especially for a large-and-sparse network having low averago nodedegree. Next, sink-trees that satisfy a hop limitation constraint will he chosen. A hop-count limit is defined as a shortest distance between a demand .node-pair plus a hopcount factor (6) . The value of hop count factor is bar:ed on a network topology, i.e., 6 should he small for a dense network, and large for a sparse network. Then, a set of feasible trees will be ranked based on the number of links used in a tree patb. A fixed number of trees having small weight will he chosen to be used in an optimization procedure. Essentially, trees having less number of links are preferred.
v. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Consider the two backbone networks shown in Figure 3 and 4 with 15 and 55 MPLS routers where IO and 21 of those are edge routers respectively. The first represents a mediumsize network with OC-12 links while the latter is an actual high-speed optical backbone network with OC-192 links. There are 4 VPNs and each VPN generates demand jetween 6 randomly selected edge routers. The demand generated could be symmetric or asymmetric demand varied uniformly within (10,15,20,25,30) TI-unit rate. Characteristics of the traffic sources are assumed to be known ( R p =300 Kbps, b =300 msec, p =0.2). Capacity will be allocated for each traffic sources such that the connection blocking probability at the edge router will not exceed IO-'. The WNs design problem is solved using AMPL with CPLEX 7.1 InP solver implementing the branch and hound solution technique. Table 1 compares the optimal solution obtained from a fullmesh design versus the proposed design model. By utilizing sink-tree paths in the design, the cost can he reduced approximately by 10 percent. It is also shown that the optimal sink-tree paths tend to share many links in common as previously mentioned. Next, a study of the proposed path selection heuristics is conducted. Figure 5 illustrates the optimal capacity cost and computational time obtained using different numbers of candidate sink-tree paths precomputed using the proposed heuristic. It is clearly seen that, as the number of paths increases, the obtained solution converges closer to the optimal solution. For the 55-node network, the true optimal solution can he best approximated with 600 sinktree paths and lakes about 1 hour of computational time. It is clearly shown the benefit of the proposed heuristics in largely reducing the candidate set of sink-tree paths to be searched over and allows the optimal solution to he obtained within a reasonable time. The effect of imposing different values of hop limitation in the heuristics path selection is shown in Figure 6 . The hop-count factor of 2 and 5 are used for a comparison. With a hop-count factor of 2, the obtained solution will converge faster to the true optimal solution using a smaller set of candidate paths. This implies that choosing the right value for hop-count factor in the heuristic path selection algorithm will affect the goodness of candidate sink-tree paths.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have formulated the MPLS based multihour VPNs design problem considering sink-tree routing path where traffic aggregation is possible. The model aims to simultaneously find optimal layouts of multiple VPNs so as to minimize the total capacity cost while satisfying QoS requirements. A precomputed set of candidate sink-tree path is used in the formulation to he searched over. Such a problem clearly yields an "-hard complexity; therefore, a heuristics path selection algorithm is proposed to choose only a small-but-good set of candidate paths to he fed to an optimization model. The numerical results show that the proposed algorithm can reduce computational time significantly. 
